Zodiacs Whitepaper
This whitepaper is a living document. It will be updated regularly. Any
information listed here could be altered and values could be updated but overall
the core structure will stay the same and any major changes will be announced.

CONTRACT: 0x5649e392a1bac3e21672203589adf8f6c99f8db3

Constant _name = ‘ZODIACS’;
Constant _symbol = ‘ZDC’;
Constant _decimals = ‘18’;

1. What is Zodiacs ?
Zodiacs is an NFT game on Blockchain for players who are passionate about racing.
In the game, The players collect Zodiac cars, that are designed with the 12 zodiac signs images, drivers ,and
components that exist as NFTs in the game. There is a game engine called zodiacs race that is a set of rules that
calculate who the winner of the race is.
The game also contains Bep -20 token called ZDC that works as the in-game currency. The Players also can stake
their NFTs to earn more $ZDC.

2. How to play ?
Zodiacs is a web-based game application, the players need to access the internet to play the game.
Zodiacs is played on https://www.zodiacs.me/

Zodiacs contract are deployed on the Binance Smart Chain. The players will need to have a nominal amount of BNB
cryptocurrency to pay for transactional gas fees.
The game players need to have a wallet (i.e. Metamask) that can store the BNB cryptocurrency and also store the ZDC
token. The players need to set up their Metamask wallets to the Binance Smart Chain network. They also need to have
a minimum of 2000 ZDC tokens to start the game.
The players can participate amazing races on the battlefield to earn ZDC Tokens or fragments .You also can stake to
earn more profits. The fragments you win on the battlefield can be exchanged on the marketplace or combine to
create a new zodiac car. It's very simple, we believe that, Zodiacs will bring an interesting experience for players.

3. Zodiacs Game play
Have 12 cars
Cars are arranged from 1 to 5 stars
Cars level will be up each battle and the maximum level is 10 .
Each car is divided into 6 fragments .
The Players can combine to create a new car.
Racing
: 2% fee
Transaction fee on marketplace :10%

4. Zodiacs play
Players can join Zodiacs play 12 times a day.
1. Connect your meta mask wallet and login
2. Enjoy the Zodiacs play with your cars
Choose the car you want to participate in the game . Then, please enjoy your own game, collect as much
coin on the road as possible to have more rewards.
The rewards for winners:
-Fragments
-Experience points.
-Tokens.

4.1 Zodiacs PVP
The Players can join the Zodiacs PVP with friends or other players. The Players can participate an available room or
create a new rooms to play.
The room creator will decide the stake in the game. The loser will be eliminated after the rounds. The Reward is
divided for the winners.

4.2 Shop
The Shop offers 12 different types of Cars that the players can get started in the game. The Cars are designed with 12
Zodiac signs symbols.
To buy a car, You need to open the box, then you will be received a random car .
Unbox price : 2000 ZDC
The car is randomly received according to the ratio below.
Percentage

Cars

40%

1 star

35%

2 stars

13%

3 stars

7%

4 stars

5%

5 stars

4.3 My Zodiacs
All cars and fragments you own will be displayed at My Zodiacs. You can stake the cars , race on the battlefield, or simply
combine fragments to create a new car. The status of cars and fragments are also displayed here.

4.4 BattleField
You choose a car to play on the Battle Field. In the game, you will be received the random rewards.The car’s level will
be up through the battle
Battle time is 30 seconds
The rewards for winners:
•
Fragments
•
Experience points.( EXP)
•
Tokens.

Rewards Ratio.

Fragments will appear randomly according to the ratio below.

Rewards

Percentage

Fragments

20%

Tokens and Exp

80%

Cars
1 Star
2 Stars
3 Stars
4 Stars
5 Stars

Percentage
40%
35%
13%
7%
5%

Tokens and Experience Rewards.
You will receive tokens and experiences according to the chart
below.

Car's winning ratio.
Stars
1
2
3
4
5

Top 1
15%
15%
15%
50%
70%

Top 2
15%
50%
35%
35%
15%

Top 3
60%
45%
35%
15%
15%

Pass
10%
5%
0%
0%
0%

Rating
1
2
3
Pass

Tokens
250 ZDC
160 ZDC
80 ZDC
40 ZDC

Experience
15 exp
7 exp
3 exp
1 exp

4.5 Marketplace
Zodiacs is first and foremost a Blockchain game – which means that the players own their NFTs (cars
and fragments). The right to sell and trade is wholly owned by the player. The player can search cars
and fragments that have been listed by other players. There is a small seller fee added to each
transaction.
You can set the price.
Seller is received ZDC tokens or Buyer is received items when the transaction successfully.

4.6 Zodiacs staking
The Cars must be ≥ level 6 .
The Cars reach max level will be get extra profit.
Cars
1 star
2 star
3 star
4 star
5 star

Profit margin /
Day
1%
2%
3%
4%
5%

Extra profit for car
max level
0.1%
0.2%
0.3%
0.5%
1%

Conventional
prices
Follow the value
entered by the
players.

How to stake?
Step 1: You need to go to the My Zodiacs to choose a Car .
Step 2: Press the button more and choose stacking now.
Step 3: Go to Zodiacs stacking and select the car you want to stake.
Step 4: Enter the number of days and amount of ZDC, press Start to stake.
You can't stop the staking process until the time is up.
Zodiacs is designed to be a game where the player controls the game's development through
Staking ZDC Token

4.7 Combination
In this feature, If you have enough 6 Fragments of a car, you can combine them to create a new zodiac car. You
only need to select the fragments and press combine, the process happens automatically. You receive the car in
the My Zodiacs section.

4.8 Zodiacs Bet.
This is a great feature based on the beautiful story about 12 Zodiac animals. The Players need to connect the
metamask wallet and choose the deposit feature on the web game to load $ZDC tokens from the wallet into
the game account.

How to play on Zodiacs Bet?
Zodiacs Bet have 2 ways to play with different prizes, anyway Zodiacs Bet feature is very interesting and attractive. The
currency to bet is $ZDC.
The first way is called: Top Bet
You can choose 1 or more zodiac cars to bet. If the cars you bet on first finish, the bet coins will be multiplied from 4 to 20
times depending on the zodiac car and the round. If the car is on second finish, the bet coins will be multiplied 2 times.
And if the car is on third finish, the bet coins no change. But If the car is not in top 3, you will be lose your bet coins.
The second way is called: Bet in pairs
Players can bet in pairs, if you guess correctly, you will be the winner. This way allows the players to bet against each other.
Let’s experience our Zodiacs Bet feature.

5. ZDC Tokenomics
Total supply

100,000,000 $ZDC

Presale 30%

30,000,000 $ZDC

Liquidity Pools 21%

21,000,000 $ZDC

Airdrop 2,4%

2,400,000 $ZDC

Play to earn 37%

37,000,000 $ZDC

Marketing 4,6%

4,600,000 $ZDC

Developer 5%

5,000,000 $ZDC

Liquidity is locked for 1 year
5 days lock

locked for 6 months

6. Airdop
1$ = 55 $ZDC
Airdrop : 4000 members random
Per participant : 555token = 10$
Ref : 277 token = 5$
Max ref 100$

End: November 5th
Distribution: Nov 10th

7. Zodiacs
Whitelist

8. Team
We are a young engineer team from Viet Nam, we have a great passion and experience in technology. So we are happy
to build this project together

KEVIN DOAN – Founder
Kevin graduated from the University of
South with a degree in Software
engineering.
At the moment , he is working for a
technology company in Singapore as an
Automation Tester.

DAVID NGUYEN – Co-Founder
He graduated in marketing at
Hanoi University of Business and
Technology .
He has marketing experience in
stock exchange
development.Since 2021 he
started researching the crypto
market and participated in
marketing many projects.

MIKE TRAN - MKT
Mike Tran graduated from FPT
University, he experienced as an
Application developer. At the moment
he is working as a game developer for
12 Zodiacs .
He has been working with Jack Trinh
since 2014 when he was still a junior
majoring in Computer Science at FPT
University.

THUY CHI -

Designer

She is a professional designer with
an artist soul and loves dogs. She
can design both 2D and 3D,
creating works of art.

JACK TRINH – Developer
He graduated from FPT University.
3 years of experience as a Software
Tester.
2 years of experience as a Software
developer.
From the beginning of 2021, he started
researching and launching several
blockchain projects. Right now all his
focus and resources are on 12 Zodiacs

9. Road map

10. Zodiacs Timetable

Zodiacs Tesnet period :
• Start : 1:00 Pm UTC , 25th October, 2021
• End : 1:00 Pm UTC , 04th November, 2021

11. Social Media
Website official: https://Zodiacs.me
Telegram chat official: https://t.me/Zodiacs_token

Telegram channel official: https://t.me/zodiacchannel
YouTube channel: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCprGZuuAhg9ExL9Vg-12P4w
Medium: https://medium.com/zodiacs

Reddit: https://www.reddit.com/r/Zodiacs/

Twitter: https://twitter.com/Zodiacs_token

Thanks for watching

